Dr. Grafton D. Chase to Give
"Radiation" Lecture Friday

On Friday night, March 30th, Dr. Grafton D. Chase, Director of the Radioisotope Laboratory of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science will present a discussion of "Fact and Fantasy of Radiation Hazards." This lecture, sponsored by the Chemistry Department of Marist College, will be held at 8:15 in the college gymnasium.

Dr. Chase received his B.A. in Chemistry from Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science in 1943, his M.A. in Chemistry from Temple University in 1951, and his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry from Temple University in 1955. In addition to his educational qualifications, Dr. Chase's industrial experience includes employment in the research departments of various companies. Other accomplishments include the organization of a clinical laboratory in Maracaibo, Venezuela, in 1955 and his association with the United States Pharmacopeia revision committee. Dr. Chase has been a member of the faculty of the School of Chemistry, Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science since 1946 and at present he is Associate Professor of Chemistry there. He is the author of one book, Principles of Radioisotopic Methodology, and co-author or assistant editor of several other volumes.

Dr. Chase's lecture will be held in conjunction with "Atoms in Action", one of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's newest traveling exhibits. This free exhibit, to which the public is invited, is being presented at Marist College, in the Cardinal Spellman Library from Tuesday, March 27th until Monday, April 1st, 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.

"Atoms in Action" consists of colorful panels and models designed to provide explanation of the many peaceful uses of atomic energy in a graphic, easy-to-understand manner. One panel describes the principal components of the atom—the building blocks of the universe. Another explains how useful energy is obtained by atomic fission—(Cont. on P. 4)

Callahan Receives NSF Fellowship
For Graduate Study in Math at NYU

James E. Coombs, Poughkeepsie, a June graduate of Marist, will enter Albany Law School in September of this year. A history major and a candidate for the Bachelor of Arts degree, Mr. Coombs was recently notified of his acceptance.

While at Marist, the 1957 graduate of Poughkeepsie High School was active in extra-curricular as well as academic achievement. He was a founder and president of the Dramatic Club and co-chairman of the Sophomore Dance in his second year. He was re-elected to the Dramatic Club post in his junior year, was named recording secretary of the Student Council, was a founder and business manager of The Record, and was a representative of Marist College at the Catholic Interracial Council Meeting in New York City. As a senior, Mr. Coombs was elected president of the Student Council and served as narrator, make-up man and stage manager for several dramatic productions at Marist. He was also a founder of the Pre-Legal Society of Marist College.

Cardinal Visits College

On Thursday, March 15th, Marist College received a visit from Cardinal Luis Concha, Archbishop of Bogata, Colombia. The Cardinal recently returned from Rome where he heads a committee at the Ecumenical Council, came to visit his nephew, Ignacio Saldarriaga, a student here at Marist. The Cardinal, who speaks English fluently, was conducted on a tour of the campus by Brother Daniel Kirk and Brother Richard McCarthy.
When, in 1957, the Marist Brothers opened the gates of this college to the general public, they solved many problems that had faced the local high school gymnastics program striving to train and educate as it was. And during the first couple of years the student population did form a rather well defined community, quite distinct from any other existing community at that time.

But, as a result of a vigorous, and for the general public, a most welcome program of expansion, the student enrollment has grown to be single the most significant element on campus. With this growth there has been a growing awareness of a fact which has always been true: that there are at the college two separate spheres of activity, two separate forms of life - the student brothers on the one hand, and the students on the other hand. There are always been busy; they overlap in the classroom and in certain activities (the literary and debating societies, the dramatic group, etc.), But the brothers are following their own daily life of study, work, prayer, and relaxation that they always have, years before any expansion was contemplated. And the laymen, by the same token appear as typical college students, doing, thinking and enjoying as the majority of their counterparts on campuses across the country.

As these conditions, which are certainly most natural, continue and are amplified in the years to come, there is one question which will ultimately have to be answered - whose college is this? At the moment a workable compromise is being employed, with neither the brothers nor the laymen receiving a preponderant element on campus. With this growth there has been a growing awareness of a fact which has always been true: that there are at the college two separate spheres of activity, two separate forms of life - the student brothers on the one hand, and the students on the other hand. There are always been busy; they overlap in the classroom and in certain activities (the literary and debating societies, the dramatic group, etc.), But the brothers are following their own daily life of study, work, prayer, and relaxation that they always have, years before any expansion was contemplated. And the laymen, by the same token appear as typical college students, doing, thinking and enjoying as the majority of their counterparts on campuses across the country.
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The Two Spheres


THE RECORD is published every Tuesday of the school year, exclusive of vacation and examination periods, by the students of Marist College.
Brother Tarcisius Printer for 25 Years
by GEORGE HALLAM

Probably one of the oldest institutions on the campus is the Print Shop. In charge since its beginning in 1928, when it was located in the St. Peter's faculty building, has been Brother Tarcisius. In fact, Brother celebrates his silver jubilee as printer on March 28th. Brother, before going into the Marist Brothers on March 1, 1925, was a resident of Haverhill, Massachusetts, in the Boston area. Since entering the brothers, his permanent address has been Poughkeepsie.

When Brother Tarcisius was given the job of printer he was completely inexperienced at this trade! With a small printing press and two instruction manuals, he began his work and has enlarged the print shop to its present size. Actually, its primary purpose of institution was to print the Monthly Bulletin of the U.S. Province of the Marist Brothers.

In 1948 the move to the present location was begun with the completion of the gymnasium. In 1956 offset process was begun and most of today's work is done in this fashion. In his 25 years on the job Brother has had several occupational accidents, one time breaking five hand bones; but each time has continued to meet deadlines even if only with one hand!

Brother does most of the printing for the College including The Record, the Province and some of the Marist schools. The Print Shop takes care of most of the St. Francis Hospital printing needs. In addition to this, Brother also prints a yearly religious calendar and several vocational pamphlets.

"ATOMS" (cont. from P. 1) the splitting of atoms of heavy elements such as uranium and plutonium. Other panels show how radioactive materials are used in agriculture, medicine, and industry.

Visitors will also see three "island" exhibits: an animated model of an atomic power plant; an illuminated explanation of the fusion process, where power is produced by uniting atoms of light elements at extremely high temperatures and pressures; and a three-foot model of the N.S. Savannah—the nation's first nuclear-propelled merchant ship.

This exhibit is operated for the Atomic Energy Commission by the Museum Division of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tennessee—a non-profit educational corporation of southern universities and colleges.

Spring Paperback Sale
Prices Slashed

25% off all selections

APRIL 2 to APRIL 18

Advertising Campaign for "Reynard" at 3/4 Mark
by CHARLES COUNSIL

Work on the 1962 edition of The Reynard is progressing according to schedule. One third of the book in final copy form has been forwarded to the O'Toole Publishing Company. The remaining portions of the book will be completed by June 15th with distribution to the student body slated for the early part of September.

The advertising campaign which was inaugurated in January is three quarters of the way to its goal of $2,000.00. Business Managers Larry O'Brien and Ed Shanahan report that despite the fine showing of their department the campaign is not receiving the necessary support of the entire student body. There are still many potential advertisers who have not been approached. Such unsolicited advertisers present a substantial loss, not only in funds but also in the finished product, the yearbook. As an added inducement The Reynard staff is awarding two prizes, consisting of portable transistor radios. One radio will go to that individual who has submitted the largest amount in advertising funds. The second radio will be awarded on the basis of a drawing, it is necessary only to have submitted one advertisement, business, professional or personal.